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(Image credit: Rockstar Games) Rockstar's wildly popular Grand Theft Auto 5 is the latest free game on the Epic Games Store, and after a rocky launch that took the marketplace down, you can finally grab the title at no cost. The initial announcement came from a now-deleted Epic Games Store tweet, which claimed that Rockstar's popular open-world
crime game will be free to download on PC until May 21. The game's initial arrival led to the Epic Games Store crashing for several hours, but it seems to be holding steady as of May 15.Epic Games is offering the "Premium Edition" of Grand Theft Auto 5, which gets you the base game and the GTA Online multiplayer component, as well as a Criminal
Enterprise Starter Pack that gets you $1 million in in-game cash for kickstarting your online adventures. How to get GTA 5 on PC for freeIn order to nab GTA 5 on PC for free, you'll need to download the Epic Games Store launcher and create an Epic Games account, which you can do at the official Epic Games website (opens in new tab). From there,
simply scroll down to the 'Free Games' section of the store and select Grand Theft Auto 5. Note that you'll need two-factor authentication enabled to get your free game, which you can set up right here (opens in new tab). Once that's set up, you'll have until May 21 at 11am ET to claim GTA 5 for free.According to GTA 5's system requirements, you'll
need at least an Intel Core 2 Quad CPU Q6600, 4GB of RAM, an Nvidia 9800GT/AMD 4870 or better and 72GB of storage to run the game. But the recommended spec starts at a Core i5 CPU, a GTX 660 or better and 8GB of RAM.It's unclear if GTA 5 on the Epic Games Store supports cross-play with the Steam version of the game, which is worth
keeping in mind if you plan on dabbling in the wildly popular and still-updated GTA Online.The Epic Games Store has been doling out free games every month since late 2018, with previous notable giveaways including The Witness, Overcooked, the Batman Arkham Collection and Rayman Legends. But GTA 5 is by far the biggest freebie the service
has secured yet, and could be the perfect antidote to your lockdown boredom. Today's best Microsoft Xbox One Wireless Controller deals (opens in new tab) (opens in new tab)View (opens in new tab) (opens in new tab) (opens in new tab)View (opens in new tab) (opens in new tab) (opens in new tab) (opens in new tab)View (opens in new tab) Imagine
the mods... Amazon, which has a habit of outing games before they've been announced, might have just confirmed GTA 5's arrival on PC.The listings appeared on Amazon's French and German sites, the former of which has now been pulled. The German listing is still live here (opens in new tab) and has Windows 7 and Vista listed as compatible
platforms.But it's not just Amazon dropping clues. A leaked bug log for the game makes over 170 references to a PC version of the game, with mentions of a PC version existing as far back as June 2012.PC Gamer pointed out that the log contains "PC development bugs, numerous notes on DX11 support and a related 'smog' weather setting."The leak
actually appeared in an XML file back in September 23, and has been passed around GTA fans since. The list has recently put on a Google Drive server, which PC Gamer managed to grab some screenshots from before it was taken off.PC gamers have been calling for a port of the game since its release its release last September. As the clues suggest,
we can expect the PC version to look pretty damn awesome. Expect some neat mods to be floating around too, should it ever see the light of day.There have been rumours that the PC will finally get GTA 5 in March this year, so Amazon's slip-up is timed perfectly. Now, how about getting it on Xbox One and PS4 as well?why not have some fun in Los
Santos with some GTA 5 cheats? If your pocket's feeling the pinch this year, then you don't need to look any further than your computer to make some easy money.Since the early days of the web people have made small fortunes by trading online, and the fierce expansion of the web around 1996 made record numbers of online millionaires.Starting a
business online is easy once you have an idea, and domain names are cheap, so it's easy to get yourself set up on the web. Building a site doesn't require immense skill or effort, and it's possible to get something set up using built-in site builders with web hosts such as 1&1 or Fasthosts (opens in new tab).If you're already running an active online
business then there are several things you can do to get some extra business. Paying for Google Adwords is one way to boost traffic to your site, and get people visiting and hopefully buying your products and services. Alternatively, if your site generates a lot of traffic already, but doesn't sell a product in order for you to make money, an affiliate
scheme can also lead to some easy money.Join an affiliate schemeBecoming an affiliate revolves around people coming to your site and clicking through to your affiliates. If your visitors click through to your affiliated sites, the company is charged and you get a share of the profits, making it an easy way to make money from your otherwise non-profit
making site. One of the most popular affiliates is Amazon, which pays up to 10 per cent of the price of any item bought by your visitors. Go to (opens in new tab) to sign up.The best affiliations are companies that sell stuff close to the subject matter of your site. If you run a website about cricket, then Amazon might not be the best affiliate. Instead,
choose a site that sells cricket equipment, so a greater majority of visitors will click through and earn you money.Sell on eBayOf course, not everyone has a website popular enough to milk for easy cash, so for the rest of us there's always the other stalwart of easy cash: eBay. The New Year is a fantastic time to get rid of unwanted gifts or the other
junk taking up all the room in your house. With the current economic downturn people are flocking to the auction site in droves, making it the perfect time to make some easy money.The secret to selling on eBay is to use a decent picture of your item, so be prepared to take some time and effort over your presentation. The prevalence of companies
trading on eBay means that many of your competitors will have professional photos and descriptions, so a grainy camera-phone photo of your dusty old belongings won't attract many bidders.Use a proper digital camera and try to snap your item outside where the light is even to get the best shot. There are plenty of added extras that you can bolt on
to your listing to make it more attractive to prospective buyers, such as borders, bold text and advanced listings. While some of the added extras are a waste of cash, a plain eBay advert will simply disappear into the mass of listings, so it's important to differentiate your items.Sell photos onlineIf you're a budding photographer then another avenue
you could explore is the stock photo industry. Picture agencies have been quick to take advantage of the popularity of digital photography by offering the opportunity to amateurs to sell their pictures.iStockphoto (opens in new tab) is one such agency. iStock enables photographers to upload their shots to the website, where they can be browsed by
people and organisations from across the world. Any photos iStock sells on your behalf nets you 20 per cent commission. If you become an exclusive contributor, meaning you don't sell on any rival stock photo sites, then this figure rises to 40 per cent.iStock isn't flooded by amateurs selling grainy camera-phone shots of their dogs, as the company has
a strict policy regarding quality. Anyone wanting to sell their photos must pass a quiz, and then submit samples of their work to pass the quality control. Once you're in, you can start reaping the rewards of your hobby and make some real cash.Play games for moneyAnother way of making some easy cash on your PC is by playing games for money.
SkillGround runs a series of games including online golf and motor racing with free and paid elements. The idea is, when you get so good at the game that you think you can start beating other people, you set wagers on games. Before you play you decide on a pot and then the winner takes all. SkillGround also runs competitions that you pay to enter,
and winning earns you big money. The most popular of the games is UTour, a golf game, but there's also motor racing, too. Making money has never been such fun!-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------First published in Windows Vista: The Official Magazine, issue 27 Its my Normal Cabinet (Purchased at 800/-) Based
Computer, Where I Installed (a.k.a - Modded) to put/add 10 Cooling Apart from the CPU Cooler & SMPS, Its Just the Video of Final Build. ver.-3.. Though, think of create version.4 where I m planning to add 3 (three) more Cooling FANs Now, U guys can ask, Whats so new abt it, we every now n then put extra cooling in our cabs ri8?? Well, yea.. but I
added all my cooling in a Cheapest Cab that available in market, and, I installed LED(s) too.. Currently it has, 1x140mm 4 Colored LED Fan 3x30mm Blue LED Fan 1x60mm FAN 5x80mm Case FAN Planned, to add, 3x30mm Blue LED Fan Planned to add, 1x60mm Blower Planned to add 1x80mm TOP Fan I 4get to mention, its a Gaming PC, So Spec
are.. AMD Athlon II x4 620BE, ASUS DDR3 Board, 4G Corsair DDR3 1600, 500G HDD, DVDRW, XFX 4890 1G DDR5, 600wt iBALL SLI, Processor Cooler : Deepcool Gamma Archer 120mm Modded 19 USB Downlinks Modded 25 LEDs On Cab Apart from a brief period following the launch of Windows RT, the Windows, Android, and iOS markets
remain resolutely segregated. Windows still ships on the vast majority of desktops and laptops (Chromebooks are a noted exception), iOS dominates tablets and racks up a solid amount of the phone market, while Android manufacturers don’t put a lot of emphasis on chasing the iPad market, but slug it out with Apple in phones on a regular basis in
the US and win by a landslide globally. The niche handheld markets that once served up tiny Windows PCs have largely fallen by the wayside, but not entirely. A new iteration of the GPD Win, the GPD Win 2, arrives in the spring of 2018 with significantly updated capabilities and the option to play some games, like GTA V.The original GPD Win was a
Windows 10 handheld, powered by the Atom X7-Z8750 and featured a 5.5-inch 720p touch-screen display, dual analogue joysticks, a QWERTY keyboard, 4GB of RAM, 64GB of storage (expandable up to 128GB), and two USB 3.0 ports (1x Type C, 1x Type A). It sold for $350 to $400, and apparently did well enough to warrant a replacement.The GPD
Win 2, on the other hand, should be significantly more powerful than its predecessor. The screen is slightly larger, at 6 inches, and the CPU has undergone a substantial upgrade, from the Atom-based Z8750 to a Kaby Lake-derived Core m3-7Y30. This should yield particular improvements where the GPU is concerned; the GPU architecture inside the
Core m3 chip (Intel Graphics 615) has a 1.05GHz max clock rate compared with just 600MHz for the older Atom processor. Total RAM is up to 8GB of LPDDR3-1866, with 128GB of M.2 SSD for storage, and a far larger (37.24Wh) battery. Total weight is just a pound, which isn’t bad for a system with as many features as this one.As the video above
shows, the GPD 2 is capable of running games that could never work on its predecessor. GTA V is apparently in range, along with a number of other Wii U titles through an emulator. So far, so good. The one downside to all this additional capability is the price. At $699, the GPD Win 2 is nearly twice the cost of its predecessor. An IndieGoGo campaign
will offer it for $599 (according to PCMag, that starts on January 15) for an April target launch date.It’ll be interesting to see where this system goes. It’s an attempt to offer handheld gaming options in Windows 10 in an ultramobile product that combines a Windows 10 installation with full PC capabilities without compromising on any front. Whether
that’s likely to work at a time when PCs aren’t really associated with these types of form factors or niches anymore is anyone’s guess.
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